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INTRODUCTION 
The classical Reed-Muller codes (which historically provided the 
first example of a class of multiple-error-correcting codes) are of type 
(n,/~) where n = 2 ~ is the total number of bits and the code subspace is
of dimension k = 1 q - (~) -~ . . - -~(p) fOranyp(m.  Inparticular, 
the possible choices for n and k are rather thinly distributed in the class 
of all pairs (n, k) with k ~ n--and it is, therefore, often inefficient o 
make use of such codes in concrete situations (that is, when a desired 
pair (n, k) is far from any achievable pair). 
We have succeeded in overcoming this difficulty by generalizing the 
Reed-Muller codes in such a way that they exist for every pair (n, k). It 
should perhaps be emphasized that for given n and k our procedure 
enables us (with very little effort) to exhibit (n, k) codes explicitly in 
terms of a basis and to know their error-correcting capabilities. We shall 
illustrate this assertion in the course of the discussion by constructing a 
(26, 11) code which turns out to be 3-error-correcting. 
As a rule, the distance properties of our codes are not as good as those 
of the Bose-Chaudhuri codes (see Bose and Ray-Chaudhuri (1960), 
Gorenstein and Zierler (1961), Peterson (1961), and Weiss (1960)). 
This seems to be due to the fact that our codes depend on a simple kind 
of additive averaging and that multiplieative properties do not enter. 
The decoding procedure rests on the customary majoriW testing 
(Reed, 1953). We also discuss the canonical form, that is, where the 
code vectors consist of k information bits followed by n - k parity check 
bits. 
* Operated with support from the U. S. Army, Ns~vy, and Air Force. 
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PRELIMINARIES 
We shall work over the two element field ~ = /0, 1}. One may ob- 
serve that our results could be extended to the case of an arbitrary finite 
field, but this would require technical modifications a d complicate some 
of the proofs. 
Let V be a vector space of dimension n over ~2 and fix a basis 
vl, • • • , v~ for V. Every vector v E V may then be viewed as an n-tuple 
of zeros and ones; in fact, there is a unique expansion v = ~ a~vi, 
ai E ~2,  so that v corresponds to the n-tuple (a l ,  • • • , a~). This enables 
us to define the length or norm or weight II v ]] as the number of nonzero 
coordinates in v (we use v and its representation as an n-tuple inter- 
changeably). The (Hamming) distance between two elements v, w E V 
is then d(v, w) = II v - w I], that  is, the number of components in which 
v and w differ. 
Any subspace A of V is known as a code--more precisely, as a linear 
code. I f  A is of dimension k, it is called an (n, k) code. The error-correct- 
ing properties of A under any maximum likelihood detection scheme are 
expressed in terms of the minimum distance between elements of A ; we 
shall denote this minimum distance by A(A). Because A is a subspace, 
it follows that 
A(A) = rain ld (v ,w)} = rain {d(v,O)} -- rain ]Ivil. 
v.wE A v~OE A v~OE A 
In particular, A will correct e errors 4=~ A(A) => 2e q- 1. 
In order to define our Reed-Muller codes we need a canonical basis in 
a large containing vector space of dimension 2 TM. (This basis will arise 
in a formal way and it will be necessary, and quite important, to provide 
it with the proper ordering.) To do this, let us begin with the set of 
integers M = / 1, 2, • • • , m}. For each r -- 0, 1, • • • , m let Sr denote the 
collection of those subsets of M which have exactly r elements--so the 
number of elements in Sr is equal to ; we shall write this as #(St) = 
r 
(m) .  Note that for r= 0, gr consists solely of the empty set 4. I f  g is 
\ - - /  
taken to denote the collection of all subsets of M, then $ = kl~=eSr and 
~(s)  = 2 '~. 
For each S E g take a formal symbol e~ and let g be a vector space 
over N~ for which the set of all es with S E $ (it is standard and quite 
convenient to write this as {e~ [ S E $} ) is a basis. In other words, g 
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consists of all formal inear combinations of the es with coefficients from 
Z2. Actually we are describing the Grassmann algebra of dimension 
2 m (Chevalley, 1956) in a concrete fashion, but there is no need to pursue 
the point because the multiplication is not used. Now the basis 
lez I S E $) of G must be ordered to enable us to express the elements of 
8 as sequences. To do this we first order each S~ lexicographically and 
then order the g~ according to increasing r. In other words, the ordering 
of $ begins with 80 = ¢, continues with the elements of $1 in the order 
11}, " "  , {m}, goes on to the elements of 82 in the order {1, 2}, {1, 3}, 
• "- , /1, m}, {2, 3} , . - .  , {2, m}, {3, 4}, - . .  , {(m - 1), m}, and finally 
reaches the last element $,~ = {1, 2, - . .  , m}. 
We shall call a nonempty subset f i  of ~ allowable when: (1) every 
element between its first and last elements also belongs to ~V~. If in addi- 
tion f i  satisfies the condition that: (2) its last element is the last ele- 
ment of some $~, then we shall say that f i  is most allowable. If f i  is an 
allowable set, we let [fi] denote the allowable set generated by f iu  ¢, 
so [fig] has ¢ for its first element and the last element of 9~ for its last 
element. 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE REED-MULLER CODES 
Making use of the notation adopted above, we consider any allowable 
subset f i  of $ and let 8~ denote the subspace of 8 spanned by [es I S E fi}. 
For each S E f i ,  we put 
¢=s (1) 
TEI~ 
(Strictly speaking, one should write fs,~ for f s ,  and we shall soon find 
it necessary to do so.) We assert hat {fz [ S E fi} is a basis for G~. To 
prove this, it surely suffices to observe that for each S E f i  
= 
~,=~ (2) 
TE~ 
In fact, when the right side of (2) is expressed in terms of the e's, then 
for each R E ~ with R D S, e~ appears once for each T between S and 
R, that is, 2 ~(R-z~ times. 
Formulas (1) and (2) guarantee Shat all the relations between the 
e's and f 's will be completely symmetric. 
Before going further let us illustrate the preceding remarks. Suppose 
that M = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and let f i  be the (most) allowable set with first 
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element {5} and last element {2, 3, 4, 5}. Thus 9E has 26 elements and 26 
is the dimension of 3m~ • When expressed concretely, the basis vectors e~ 
have ~11 coordinates zero except a single one; for example 
e/,,%5 / = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 
The vectors fs are given in terms of the unit vectors es by (1); for ex- 
ample, 
f{~.31 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0) 
and 
f{2,~,4} = ( 0, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, 1, O, O, O, 1, O, O, O, 1) 
Consider now any v C 8~.  I t  may be expressed uniquely in terms of 
each of our bases; thus, 
S E i)E ,~ E ~Y E 
From (1) it follows that 
SEg"E T-~S ,SE 9"E 
TEOE 
Therefore, for v E ~;m~ and S E 9E, we have 
= Y: 
rcs (3) 
TEff~ 
and by symmetry 
=  T(v) 
(4)  
TEOE 
Thus if we know the coordinates of a vector v with respect o one of our 
coordinate systems, then it is easy to find the coordinates of v with 
respect o the other. For example, in the 26-dimensional space g~ men- 
tioned above, the vector v = fl~,3/ + fl2,~,41 has ~(1,al = 7(2,3,4} = 1 and 
all other vs = 0. From (3), or from the sequence form of fll,31 and 
fI2,~,4} , we see that v = ~-~-~E~ ~(v)e~ has ~'~(v) -- 1 for S = {1, 3}, 
{1, 2, 3}, {1,3 ,4} ,{1 ,3 ,5} ,{2 ,3 ,4} , I1 ,2 ,3 ,5} ,{1 ,3 ,4 ,5} ,{2 ,3 ,4 ,5}  
and ~z(v) = 0 for all other S E 91~. 
The proof of our basic results will revolve about a somewhat deeper 
connection between the ~'s and ~'s than is given by (3) and (4), namely: 
LEMMA. Suppose that A, B E $ with A n B = ¢ and A u B E ff~; then 
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for any v C g-~ 
B'~B A ttC'A 
Att B 
PROOf: We have 
E = E ( E 
BrC--B BrCB AtPcA 
AUBt  E~" ~ AGB'  @~ Btte.-B " 
A'tUBa 6~ 
(~) 
Since for each At'u B" ~ ~T~, ~A,,UB,,(V) appears in the double summation 
exactly once for each B' between B" and B (and we do stay inside 91~), 
it follows that the double summation is indeed equal to the right side 
of (5). 
Suppose next that ~)~' is a subset of i)E and that ~r  is itself allowable. 
For every S E ~ '  we have the elements f~,w = ~--~r=z er and fs.~, = 
TEgE 
)--~.r~s er. The set {fs,~ ] S C OZ'} spans a subspace of gw which we de- 
TE~ ~ 
note by ff(~f~P, ~) ;  its dimension is, of course, #(gEt). Any element 
v E 5:(~1I~', ~1~) has expressions of form v = ~SE~,~z,~(v)fs.v~ = ~-~sC~~ 
yz(v)e~. These subspaces 5=(~', fig) are the "generalized Reed-Muller 
codes." In fact, if we specialize and take ~ = $ and ~ to be any most 
allowable set whose first element is ¢, then the 5~(~ I, ~)  are the or- 
dinary Reed-Muller codes. The results of the next section provide justifi- 
cation for these assertions. 
As an example of an ~(~' ,  ~)E) let us consider our 26-dimensional g~ 
and let ~)~ be the allowable set with first element {5} and last element 
{4, 5}. Then ff(~r, ~)~) is the l l-dimensional space spanned by the 
vectors 
flsI = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 
f/l,21 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 
fI~,3t = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 
f/l,41 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 
f{1,51 = (0, O, O, O, 1, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, 
ft2.~l = (0, O, O, O, O, 1, O, O, O, O, O, t, 
ff~.41 = (0, O, O, O, O, O, 1, O, O, O, O, O, 
0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1) 
1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0) 
0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0) 
l, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0) 
0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0) 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0,0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1) 
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1) 
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fl2,5~ = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1) 
fl3,41 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, O, 0, 1, 1) 
f13,51 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1) 
fl4.5/ - (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1) 
Our next result shows that ~(~P, ~)  corrects 3-errors. 
ERROR CORRECTING PROPERTIES AND DECODING 
TI~EOREM. Let 9~ be a most allowable set whose last element belongs to 
St, and let ~ '  be an allowable subset of ~ whose final element belongs to 
Sp( so 0 < p < r < m ) . Then with respect to the canonical basis { e s l S E ~} 
of ~rc, the subspace ~(~' ,  ~)  has minimum distance i + 1 
÷(:-;) 
PnOOF: Consider first the final element S E ~1~'. From ( 1 ) we see that 
llf~,~ll = 1 +(m-P) l  + "'" +(m_-p)p  ,sothatA{~:(~g',~)} <=
1 +(m- -p)+ l  "'" +(7 - - - - ; ) "  In order to prove that 
A /~(~, ,~)}  > 1 :  +(m-P)l + "'" +(7 - ; )  (*) 
we observe (again from (1)) that it suffices to prove (*) for ~([gE'], [~]).  
In other words, we may assume at the start, with no loss of generality, 
that ~r~ and 9E ~ both have first element ¢. Now, we can proceed by in- 
duction on p. For p -- 0, it is trivial that (*) holds. Suppose then that (*) 
holds for p - 1 (and, of course, that p _-< r), and let v ~ 0 be an arbitrary 
element of ~(gE', 9E). If ~(v) = 0 for every R E 9E' with #(R) = p, 
2o--1 then v C ~(gE #, ~Z) where ~t  = [j ~=0 $~ • By the induction hypothesis, 
we have then 
- 1 + "'" +\ r - -  p+ 
Therefore, we may suppose that there exists an R C ~ '  with #(R) = p 
and ~(v)  = 1. Let us put A -- R, and let B denote any subset of M - R 
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( ) (:-;) with#(B) < r - -  p. Thereare l  9- m- -  p 9- - " - t -  such 
= 1 
B's, and for each one we get from (5) a relation 
1 = ~R,~(v) : ~ ~u~(V)  (6) 
A,tt--- R 
In particular, the right side of (6) has at least one ~,uB(v) = 1. More- 
over, since the relations in (6) for distinct B's are disjoint (that is, 
B1 ~ /?2 ~ AI" u B1 ~ A2" u B2 for all AI", A2 '~ c R) it follows that 
More generally one may show (by making trivial changes in the pre- 
ceding proof) that: 
THEOREM. Let gg' ~ ~ be allowable sets, and let S be the final element 
of N'C ~. Then with respect o the canonical basis {es I S Egg} or 8~ , the 
subspace ~(ffg', 97Z) has minimum distance equal to ]l f~, gg [i. 
It is clear that one improves efficiency by taking the first elements 
of N7' and Dg to be identical (in fact, ¢ is the best choice) and also, as a 
rule, by requiring that the final elements of grc' and i~Z coincide with the 
last elements of distinct $/s respectively. 
The decoding scheme which is based on a majority test is not hard to 
describe--but first it is helpful to say a few words about the encoding. 
Consider the entire set S, and index the bases {fs I S E $} and l es [ S C 8} 
according to our standard procedure. If we put 
~(S,T)  ={10 whenWhenSCTs*T 
then the change of bases matrix M~ which expresses the f's in terms of 
the e's has ~(S, T) in the (S, T) place (that is, at the intersection of the 
row indexed by S and the column indexed by T). Of course, this matrix 
M S is nonsingular, triangular (with O's below the main diagonal), and 
has l's along the main diagonal. In view of (1) and (2), the matrix of 
the e's in terms of the f's is also M~ ; so M~ ~ = identity, M S = M~ 1. For 
any allowable subset ~)rC of 8, the change of basis matrix in g-~ (which we 
denote by M~) expressing the basis {fs,~ [ S C ~Z} in terms of the basis 
{es i S Egg} may be obtained by choosing the appropriate square block 
along the diagonal of M 8 . It is clear that M~z has the same properties as 
M~, and, in particular, M~ 2 = identity, M~ = M~.  The reader should 
encounter no difficulty in constructing the matrix M~ associated with 
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our example; in fact, the first 11 rows of this 26 X 26 matrix have already 
been listed. 
Now suppose that ~ '  is an allowable subset of ~ ,  and for convenience 
let us assume that ~ '  and ~ have the same initial element. When the 
vectors v of ff(gT~', 9~) are expressed in terms of the basis Ifs,~ I S E ~} 
of ~ they take the following form: The first # (~P) coordinates (that is, 
the ~s,~(v) for S E 9T~') can be any distribution of O's and l's, and the 
remaining # (~ - 9E') coordinates are all 0's. Thus, the explicit (# (9~'), 
#(9~)) code ~(~' ,  9~) arises as follows: Take all possible sequences of 
O's and l 's of length #(9~') (that is, V6c~o). To each such sequence ad- 
join a string of #(gT~ -- ~E') zeros (that is, imbed V~,~ in V~ in 
the trivial fashion). When the resulting sequences are multiplied on the 
right by the matrix M~ we get the concrete form of all the vectors of 
~(9~ p, 9~) expressed in terms of the basis {ez [ S E ~E}. 
Now, transmission of v E ff(9~', 9~) involves sending the ~s(v), 
S E 9~, while decoding involves recapturing the ns,~(v), S E 9~' 
(~a,~(v) = 0 for S E 9~ -- ~ ' )  from the corrupted ~'z(v). Let R be the 
last element of ~ ' ,  then for each B such that R n B = ¢ and R u B E 
we have (by (5)) a determination of
A~'CR 
A~tUBE~I'G 
in terms of the received ~'s. Choose ~,~(v)  to be the value that occurs in 
a majority of the eases. In the same way, one can find the remaining 
~s.~(v) (one by one, and in decreasing order) by using the ys,~(v) al- 
ready decoded in the relations (5) and applying a majority test. 
CANONICAL FORM 
It is well known that every linear code can be put in "canonical form"; 
we discuss the exact meaning of this term and show how the Reed- 
Muller codes can be put in this form. 
Consider any (n, k) code, that is, we have a subspace A of dimension 
k in the n-dimensional space V and a fixed basis ~ ,  • • • , v~ of V. If one 
forms the factor space VIA (whose dimension is n -- /~), there arises 
the exact sequence 
0 ---~A i~ V ~-~ V/A ---~0 (7) 
where i is the inclusion map and ~r is the customary map onto a factor 
space. (The statement that (7) is an exact sequence means that i is an 
isomorphism into, that ~r is a homomorphism onto, and that the image 
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under i is the kernel of ~r.) For v E V, we write 7r(v) -- 9 for the coset 
v + A. Since A = i(A) = ker ~, it is immediate that 
A = (al,  -- a~)C V[~=I 
Now, the vectors ~1, • • • , ~ span V/A, so we may reorder vl, • • • , v. ,  
if necessary, to guarantee that ~+1, " "  , ~ is a basis for V/A. All 
vectors of V/A including ~1, - . .  , ~ may then be expressed in terms of 
this basis. When this is done, one sees that in seeking (al ,  --.  , a~) to 
satisfy )-~'~1' a~; = 0, it is possible to select a~, . . .  , a~ arbitrarily and 
ak+~, . . . ,  a~ are then uniquely determined in view of the relation 
~ a~ - ~":.k~+~ a,V~. The code A is now said to be in canonical form 
in the sense that the first k digits of elements of A are information digits 
and the remaining n - k digits are parity checks on the first k digits. 
This is the theorem of Slepian (1956). 
Returning now to the Reed-Muller codes, let us assume for con- 
venience (as usual) that ~rt' and 9IX have the same initial element. We 
have then clearly 
8~ = ~=(~', ~t) @ ~(~Tt -- ~ ' ,  ~rt) (direct sum) 
(and, of course, ~(gE - ~rt', ~rt) = g~_~'). Therefore, when we consider 
the exact sequence 
0 ~ a(~u', ~)  -~ 8~ ~ s~/~(t~' ,~z)  ~ 0 
and the canonical ordered basis {eB [ S E ~rt} for ~,  it is immediate 
from the direct sum that {~s [ S E ~ - 91Z'} is a basis for the factor 
space g~/~(9;¢,~).  In other words, ~ (~ ' ,  91~) is alreadyin canonical form, 
and as we let v run over the elements of a(aE t, 9E) every n'-tuple (where 
n' = #(~' ) )  arises in the first n' places exactly once. 
Encoding to obtain these canonical form codes, which consists of 
writing down the n' information digits and then adjoining the n -- n' 
parity check digits, is easily accomplished. To do this, consider the n X n 
matrix M~ and note that its upper left-hand corner is M~,.  Thus M~u 
has form 
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If I~,  denotes the identity matrix of size n', then the n' X n matrix 
( I~, ,  X~,,~z) describes a linear transformation of V~,(the space of n'- 
tuples) into ~z whose image is ~(gg', gg) and which gives the desired 
encoding. 
RE~al~I4. It  is perhaps quite important o note that the single matrix 
M S enables us to transmit information at varying rates--namely, by 
selecting subblocks of M S . 
RECEIVED: May 26, 1962 
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